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Abstract: This paper illustrates a novel method to compute the Reeb graph for triangle meshes. The algorithm is based
on the definition of discrete, active contours as counterparts of continuous level lines. Active contours are
made up of edges and vertices with multiple presence and implicitly maintain a faithful representation of the
level lines, even in case of coarse meshes with higher genus. This approach gives a great advantage in the
identification of the nodes in the Reeb graph and also improves the overall efficiency of the algorithm in that at
each step only the information local to the contours and their immediate neighborhood needs to be processed.
The validation of functional integrity for the algorithm has been carried out experimentally, with real-world
data, without mesh pre-processing.

1 INTRODUCTION

Reeb graphs are compact shape descriptors that play
a fundamental role in different fields of computer
graphics: shape matching and encoding (Sebastian
et al., 2002; Sundar et al., 2003), mesh deformation
(Tierny et al., 2006; Schaefer and Yuksel, 2007), 3D
search (Hilaga et al., 2001), mesh compression (Bia-
sotti et al., 2000), medical imaging and several other
fields. Reeb graphs enclose important shape prop-
erties like connectivity, length, width, direction and
genus in a faithful fashion.

This paper illustrates a new robust method for con-
structing Reeb graphs for 2-manifold, triangle meshes
using a predefined Morse function. In the literature
there are other methods for Reeb graphs extraction,
as it will be described in Section 3. In Section 4
we propose an approach in which the Reeb graph is
constructed incrementally by evolving discrete, active
contours over the mesh, starting from relevant minima
of the Morse function. A key aspect in the active con-
tours proposed is that both vertices and edges could
have a multiple presence and this allows a faithful
representation of the level lines of the Morse function
even when these lines are too close to each other with
respect to mesh sampling.

Experimental evidence, illustrated in Section 5,
shows that this algorithm is effective with real-world
data, without the need of pre-processing, and there-
fore suitable for practical applications.

2 THEORETICAL PRELUDE

Morse theory (Milnor, 1963) is a classical mathemat-
ical approach that has found many applications in the
field ofcomputational topology. The Morse functionf
is a real-valued function defined on a compact smooth
manifold M (Biasotti et al., 2008). A pointx of M
where all the partial derivatives off are zero is acrit-
ical point. A critical pointx is non-degenerateif the
matrix of second order partial derivatives (Hessian)
of f at x is non-singular. A non-degenerate critical
point can only be a maximum, a minimum or a sad-
dle, while other points are calledregular. We can
then define a Morse function as a smooth functionf
defined onM that has no degenerate critical points.
The functionf is frequently required to besimple,
i.e. f (x) 6= f (y) for any pairx andy of distinct crit-
ical points.

Reeb graphs have been defined by George Reeb in
1946 (Reeb, 1946). Given a compact, smooth mani-
fold M and a Morse functionf defined on it, the Reeb
graph “is the quotient space defined by the equiva-
lence relation that identifies the points belonging to
the same connected component of the level-set off ”.
Each point in a Reeb graph corresponds to a con-
nected component of a level set of the Morse function
f. In particular, each point of the arcs in the graph cor-
responds to a regular value off, whereas each node
corresponds to a critical value off. Reeb graphs are
compact shape descriptors which convey topological
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information about the shape of the manifoldM. In par-
ticular for orientable, closed 2-manifolds the number
of loops in the Reeb graph corresponds to thegenusof
the manifold (Cole-McLaughlin et al., 2003) and this
property does not depend on the choice of the Morse
functionf.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: A discrete Morse function withtwo minima (see
text) (a); the corresponding discrete Reeb graph (in red),
where the nodes are emphasized in orange (b).

3 RELATED WORK

Reeb graphs have been extensively applied in recent
years in different fields of computer science, thus a
complete exploration of all the contributions about
this matter is beyond the scope of this paper. De-
tailed works on the subject of Reeb graphs for shape
analysis can be found in (Biasotti et al., 2008). The
introduction of Reeb graphs in computer graphics is
due to (Shinagawa et al., 1991) and the first algo-
rithm to automatically compute Reeb graphs is de-
scribed in (Shinagawa and Kunii, 1991). This algo-
rithm automatically constructs the Reeb graph of a
2D manifold surface embedded in 3D using surface
contours, a weight function and an a priori knowl-
edge of the number of holes of the object. In their
work (Lazarus and Verroust, 1999) describe an algo-
rithm that constructs level-set diagrams for 0-genus
polyhedrons using geodesic distance from a source
point. (Tierny et al., 2006) propose a smart approach
based on a good choice of the Morse functionf, tak-
ing feature points as the origin of functionf, but the
strategy adopted for evolving contours leads to critical
contour configurations, especially in case of coarse,
real-world meshes. (Pascucci et al., 2007) propose an
on-line algorithm for Reeb graphs construction and
test its performance with different Morse functions.
Their algorithm has an iterative approach that requires
taking into account all the simplicial elements of the
mesh (vertices, edges and triangles) during the com-
putation: at each step, a new simplicial element is
considered and the Reeb graph is incrementally up-
dated, until all simplicial elements have been con-

sidered. (Shapira et al., 2008) propose an algorithm
for mesh decomposition and skeletonization using a
shape diameter function (SDF), i.e. a scalar func-
tion defined on mesh faces. This technique is pose-
invariant in general, but there are positions for which
smoothing and filtering are necessary. In (Edelsbrun-
ner et al., 2008) an algorithm is presented to calculate
the Reeb graph of a time-varying continuous function
defined in the tridimensional space. They give also
a classification of the combinatorial changes in the
evolution of the Reeb graph of a time-varying Morse
function. (Doraiswamy and Natarajan, 2009) propose
an approach for computing Reeb graphs with the use
of dynamic graphs, but also in this case a global sort-
ing step is needed to start the computation. A work by
(Berretti et al., 2009) proposes a 3D mesh segmenta-
tion using Reeb graphs. As in (Hilaga et al., 2001) this
work uses AGD (average geodesic distance) calcu-
lated from a small set of evenly-spaced vertices (base
vertices) and this choice leads to inaccurate results
with certain type of meshes. (Patane et al., 2009)
propose an approach for building the Reeb graph of
a mesh using critical points and their isocontours,
which is particularly suited for large meshes with
small genus and really smooth functions (with a small
number of critical points), but is not suited for coarse
meshes with higher genus.

4 THE ALGORITHM

A key aspect in the algorithm proposed areactive con-
tours, namely ensembles of vertices and edges with
possiblemultiple presence, that represent the level
lines of the Morse function.

On a 2-manifold and away from critical points,
each level line is a 1-manifold, possibly with more
than one connected component, which become ei-
ther a point or a self-intersecting line when critical
points are met. The representation of each connected
component by an active contour relies on the multi-
ple presence of vertices and edges in order to pre-
serve such 1-manifoldness for all regular values. In
fact, when the mesh is coarse, the immediate dis-
crete representation would not be a 1-manifold (see
for instance Figures 3(a) and 4(a)). In addition, as
we will see, the multiple presence of vertices in ac-
tive contours simplifies the detection of saddles, i.e.
where active contours eithersplit or merge. Indeed,
as it will be seen later on, in our algorithm split and
merge events can only occur with vertices with pres-
ence greater than 1 in either the same contour (split)
or in two different contours (merge). The mesh seg-
mentation is generated as a by-product, by associating
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to each active contour a segment, which is closed and
created anew whenever a critical point is met.

The overall algorithm can be summarised as fol-
lows:

• compute the values of the Morse function for each
vertex;

• identify the prominent points of the mesh - i.e.
feature points- each corresponding to relevant
minima in the Morse function;

• initialize an active contour at each feature point;

• evolve incrementally all the active contours in the
direction of increasing values of the Morse func-
tion;

• perform either split or merge operations each time
a critical point is detected (see Figure 1(b));

• terminate the execution when all active contours
have reached a maximum.

4.1 Which Morse Function

We opted for the same Morse function adopted in
(Tierny et al., 2006). This particular function is bound
to intrinsic shape properties, as described in the above
paper, and therefore is both robust in front of variation
in mesh sampling and invariant to mesh rotation and
deformation.

The Morse function in point is based on the con-
cept ofgeodesic distanceon a mesh (Novotni et al.,
2002), meant as the length of the shortest path con-
necting each two vertices. A derived concept is that of
diameter vertices: i.e. a pair of vertices that are at the
maximum geodesic distance on the mesh. A pair of
diameter vertices can be found with a recursive algo-
rithm, as illustrated in (Lazarus and Verroust, 1999).

The Morse function is computed through the fol-
lowing steps:

• find the two diameter vertices (see above) and
calculate the two distance functions from these
points with the Dijkstra algorithm (Dijkstra,
1959);

• find the local maxima and minima of the two dis-
tance functions, i.e. the local extrema;

• identify thefeature points(FP) by merging local
extrema with some tolerance (see below);

• calculate the Morse function, defined as the
geodesic distance between each vertex and the
closestFP, with the Dijkstra algorithm.

4.1.1 Find Diameter Vertices and Mesh
Maximum Distance

The algorithm randomly chooses astarting vertexin
the mesh and sets it as thecurrentVertex. Then it cal-
culates the distance map, with the Dijkstra algorithm,
and finds the most distant vertex. The latter is selected
as the nextcurrentVertexand the algorithm repeats it-
self until currentVertexand its most distant vertex in
2 consecutive loops coincide. We call these two ver-
ticesdiameter vertices V1andV2 respectively. It is
worth highlighting that this method is fairly robust in
practise, in that the resulting diameter vertices depend
only weakly on the choice of the starting vertex.

The two diameter vertices definetwo distance
functions:

• δ1: the distance from diameter vertexV1

• δ2: the distance from diameter vertexV2

The distance between the couple of pointsV1and
V2 is defined as themaxDistanceand will be used
to normalize all distances in the mesh. In this way
the value of the parameters in the algorithm will be
independent from the actual size of the mesh.

4.1.2 Identification of Feature Points

Feature points (FP) are usually defined in the liter-
ature (Mortara and Patane, 2002) (Katz et al., 2005)
(Tierny et al., 2006) as the vertices in the mesh that are
furthest away from every other mesh vertex. Typically
they are located on mesh prominent components.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Feature points (in red) (a) and the resulting dis-
tance functionδ (b).

Following (Tierny et al., 2006) we identify fea-
ture points by merging thelocal extremaof the two
distance functionsδ1 andδ2. Local minima and lo-
cal maxima from either functions that are not farther
away than a certain predefined tolerance value rein-
force each other and are merged in a common feature
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point, whereas isolated extrema are simply discarded
(see Figure 2(a)).

4.1.3 The Morse Function

The Morse function of our choice is defined as the
normalized geodesic distance between each vertex
and the closest feature point (see Figure 2(b)). In
agreement with (Tierny et al., 2006) we also perform
a post-processing step in order to ensure that no two
vertices have the same value of the Morse function.

4.2 Computing the Reeb Graph

4.2.1 Discrete Contours as Multisets

In a theoretical framework, a Morse functionf defined
on a continuous and smooth surface implicitly defines
level lines that join all the points at the same value of
f. In our context, the Morse functionf is defined only
at mesh vertices and, per choice, the discrete repre-
sentation of level lines is made only of mesh edges
and vertices. Besides the loss of precision, which is
easily addressable, a critical problem is that the dis-
crete representation of a level line might no longer
be 1-manifold. As a matter of fact, this problems
occurs frequently on coarse meshes (see Figure 3(a)-
4(a)). In order to solve this we borrow an idea from
(Edelsbrunner et al., 2003) in that we introducemulti-
ple presenceof both edges and vertices in the discrete
representation of level lines.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: The continuous level line - in red - is a 1-manifold,
while its discrete representation is not (a). In the represen-
tation with multiple presence (double vertices and edges -
in green) the 1-manifoldness of the level line is implicitly
maintained (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 4: In this case the discrete representation with mul-
tiple presence maintains the 1-manifoldness of each corre-
sponding level lines.

In other words, what we will call in the following
anactive contourγ, is made of twomultisets(Knuth,
1998) of vertices and edges respectively.

As shown in Figures 3(b) and 4(b),active contours
maintain the representation of discrete contours faith-
ful with respect to the continuous level lines.

Due to obvious topological reasons, in a triangle
mesh, the vertices with multiple presence can only
exist in an active contour in a fixed number of pat-
terns, as represented in Figures 5,6,7. These figures
describe all the possible, base configurations of a seg-
ment of the discrete contour, with multiple presence
of vertices up to 3 and multiple presence of edges up
to 2.

p=2

p=1

(a)

p=1

p=1

p=1

(b)

Figure 5: The catalog of all possible configurations of one
vertex with presence 1 in a contour.
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(b) (c)

Figure 6: The catalog of all possible configurations of one
vertex with presence 2 in a contour.
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Figure 7: The catalog of all possible configurations of one
vertex with presence 3 in a contour.

In our experience, with meshes up to genus 22,
we found no evidence of presences higher than the
ones above. We suspect the existence of a theoretical
limit about those values, given suitable quality con-
ditions for the mesh. In any case multiple presences
with greater values could be accommodated by mod-
ifying the algorithm accordingly.

The multiple presence of vertices and edges re-
sults in a great advantage in detecting split or merge
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events. Indeed, as it will be shown in 4.2.3, split and
merge events can only occur at vertices with presence
greater than 1.

4.2.2 The Main Algorithm

Initially all feature points become an active contour
and active contours evolve in a way that is shown in
detail in Algorithm 4.1.

There are two crucial events in contour evolution:
Split: when a single contour separates in two differ-
ent, disconnected contours.
Merge: when two contours melt in one unique, con-
nected contour.

Active contoursγ sweep the mesh, following the
direction of ascending values of the Morse function.
γ is made of two multisets:

• V: active contours vertices

• E: active contours edges

The ensemble of segmentsσ is extracted during
the evolution of active contours. Each segmentσ is
made of:

• γ: the active contour of the segment (used in read-
write for segmentation)

• V: the visited vertices of the segment (used as
write-only repository during segmentation)

The set that collects all active segments is called
Σ. Once an event occurs (either merge or split) the
active segments involved areclosedand stored inΣc,
the set of segments that have already been closed.

4.2.3 Evolution of Active Contours

In the main loop, at each step, a candidate vertexvc is
selected as the one with the lowest value of the Morse
function in all active contours.

σ = nearest(Σ),vc = nearest(σ.γ) (1)

The algorithm first checks the presence of the can-
didate vertexvc in the active contour, as a presence
greater than one would reveal a split event, then it
checks for the presence ofvc in other contours, in
order to detect a merge event. Then the contour is
updated locally.

This operation is described in detail in Algorithm
4.2 and illustrated in Figure 8. In the description that
follows we use the concepts ofstar andlink of a ver-
tex in asimplicial complex- see for instance (Edels-
brunner, 2001) for details. In the basic step of con-
tour evolution, thestar of vc on thecontour(see Fig-
ure 8(a)) is replaced by a subset of thelink of vc on the
mesh(see Figure 8(b)), in the direction of advance-
ment. More precisely, the replacing subset of the link

of vc on the mesh, which we call thelink+, has a fairly
subtle definition. The link ofvc is divided by the ver-
tices that also belong to the active contour into con-
nected subsets. By definition, thelink+ is obtained
by subtracting from the link ofvc all the connected
components that contain at least one vertex having a
value of the Morse function which is lower than the
one onvc.

link
+

-

-

+

+

+

+

vc

(a)

-

-

+

+

+

+

vc

(b)

Figure 8: Local update of the contour: the star ofvc on the
contour (a) is replaced by thelink+, i.e. a subset of the link
of vc on the mesh (b).

4.2.4 Finding Connected Components

If each active contour was composed only of vertices
and edges with a single presence, the separation of
connected subsets would be straightforward.

The multiple presence of both edges and vertices
makes the problem more complex, as shown in Fig-
ure 9. In particular, when visiting the double branch
(i.e. the green segment containing double presence
edges and vertices) from one side, it is crucial to exit
from “the right side” of the contour, i.e. without
crossing over. In our method it is possible to discrim-

a

b

a
-

a
-

a
+

(a)

c
d

i

e

f

(b)

Figure 9: Finding connected components in an active con-
tour: how to walk a double branch.

inate the direction to be kept by inspecting the val-
ues of the Morse function in the local neighborhoods.
In Figure 9(a) we identify the subset of the link (in
blue) of an entrance vertexa, as the one being delim-
ited by two contour vertices and containing the vertex
that is the intersection between the link of the vertexa
and the subsequent vertexb, with a lower value of the
Morse function and not belonging to the active con-
tour. This lets us determine by intersection the right
subset (in violet) of the link of the subsequent vertex
b. The procedure can be repeated until the entire dou-
ble branch has been visited. Figure 9(b) shows that
the visiting procedure exits from the right side in that
it properly selects vertexe over vertexf as the exit
vertex.
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Algorithm 4.1: SEGMENTATION(FPs)

main
INITIALIZE (FPs)
while not(Σ = /0)
σ = nearest(Σ),vc = nearest(σ.γ)
if presence(vc,σ.γ)> 1

then SPLIT(vc,σ)

else







if ∃σ1 : vc ∈ σ1.γ
then MERGE(σ,σ1)
elseADVANCECONTOUR(vc,σ)

procedure INITIALIZE (FPs)
Σ,Σc = { /0}
for each fp∈ FPs

do











σ = new(σ)
σ.γ.V = σ.γ.V ∪{fp}
σ.V = σ.V ∪{fp}
Σ = Σ∪σ

procedure ADVANCECONTOUR(vc,σ)
linkPlus= FINDL INK PLUS(vc,σ.γ)
σupdated= updateContour(σ,vc, linkPlus)
removeFolds(σupdated.γ)
Σ = Σ∪σupdated−σ

procedure MERGE(σ1,σ2)
σmerged.γ.V = σ1.γ.V∪σ2.γ.V
σmerged.γ.E = σ1.γ.E∪σ2.γ.E
linkPlus= FINDL INK PLUS(vc,σmerged.γ)
σupdated= updateContour(σmerged,vc, linkPlus)
removeFolds(σupdated.γ)
setAdjacence(σ1,σupdated)
setAdjacence(σ2,σupdated)
Σc = Σc∪{σ1,σ2}
Σ = Σ∪σupdated−{σ1,σ2}
Γ = connectedComponents(σupdated.γ)
if Γ.size> 1

then



























σa = splitSegment(σupdated,Γ[0])
σb = splitSegment(σupdated,Γ[1])
setAdjacence(σa,σupdated)
setAdjacence(σb,σupdated)
Σ = Σ∪{σa,σb}−σupdated
Σc = Σc∪σupdated

procedure SPLIT(vc,σ)
linkPlus= FINDL INK PLUS(vc,σ.γ)
σupdated= updateContour(σ,vc, linkPlus)
removeFolds(σupdated.γ)
Γ = connectedComponents(σupdated.γ)
if Γ.size> 1

then



























σ1 = splitSegment(σ,Γ[0])
σ2 = splitSegment(σ,Γ[1])
setAdjacence(σ1,σ)
setAdjacence(σ2,σ)
Σc = Σc∪{σ}
Σ = Σ∪{σ1,σ2}−σ

elseΣ = Σ∪σupdated−σ

Algorithm 4.2: FINDL INK PLUS(vc,γ)

main
link = findLink(vc)

adjacents= findAdjacent(vc,γ)
link.V = link.V −adjacents
stack= /0
for eachpresence(vc,γ)

do



















































































v0 = FINDPREDECESSOR(link.V)
{

if δ(v0)> δ(vc)

then break
stack= stack+v0

while not (stack= /0)

do







































intersections= getLinkIntersections(v0,vc)

for eachvi ∈ intersections

do
{

if (vi ∈ link.V) and not (vi ∈ stack))
then stack= stack+vi

link.V = link.V −v0

stack= stack−v0

v0 = next(stack)
for eachva ∈ adjacents

do







edge= findEdgeConnecting(va,vc)

if presence(edge,γ)> 1
then adjacents= adjacents− (va)

for eachedge∈ link.E

do







if not ((edge.startor edge.end) ∈ link.V) or
not ((edge.startor edge.end) ∈ adjacents)
then link.E= link.E−edge

return (new(γ(link))

procedure FINDPREDECESSOR(link)
predecessor= /0,d= ∞
for eachv∈ link

do







if δ(v)< d

then
{

d= δ(v)
predecessor= v

return (predecessor)

4.2.5 Contour Split

The first condition to be checked for in order to detect
split events is the multiple presence ofvc in the active
contour (see Figure 10). Only when this condition
occurs the entire active contour is explored, in order
to isolate the connected sub-components.

When dealing in particular with coarse meshes
with high genus, split and merge events can occur
with high frequency and, omitting details, the result-
ing segments could be either fragmented or not sim-
ply connected. For this reason, after having detected
a split event, it is important to determine which seg-
ment each contour vertex will belong after the split.
In our method, after a split event, each of the two new
segments will contain a connected subset of the split-
ting contour; this same connected subset is deemed
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(a) (b)

Figure 10: Split event: the candidate vertexvc (in orange)
has a double presence in the active contour (a); the contour
is split into two distinct ones (b).

the originating verticesof the segment. As a mat-
ter of fact, it can happen that the active contourγ
that is splitting could contain one or more vertices
belongings to theoriginating verticesof its own seg-
mentσ. If those vertices were simply passed to the
two new segments, interruptions could be generated
and the connectedness of the previous segment could
be compromised. For this reason we introduce the
idea ofmultiple vertex membership: vertices belong-
ing to theoriginating verticesof a segment, if passed
to other segments, will be marked as belongings to
all involved segments. Figure 11 shows an example
of multiple vertex membership: vertices with multiple
membership are highlighted with a different border
color. Inside vertex color represents parent segment
belonging, border color represents child segment be-
longing. Higher level of sharing (e.g. vertices shared
between three or more segments) can occur in practise
for coarse meshes with higher genus.

Figure 11: Vertices with multiple membership are in the
highlighted areas in red.

4.2.6 Merge Between Contours

In analogy of the case of the split, the fundamental
condition to be checked for in order to detect the oc-
currence of the merge event is the simultaneous pres-
ence ofvc in two contours (see Figure 12). When
this is true, the two merging segmentsσ1 andσ2 are
closed and stored inΣc and a new segmentσmerged is
created. The merged active contour will also repre-
sent theoriginating verticesfor the segmentσmerged.

4.2.7 Removing Folds

One of the real plagues of Morse functions, dis-
cretized in the way here described, is the presence

(a) (b)

Figure 12: Merge event: the candidate vertexvc (in orange)
belongs to two distinct contours (a); the two distinct con-
tours are merged into one (b).

of multiple, spurious, local saddles, as analyzed in
(Tierny et al., 2006). The algorithm could originate
false splitswhen encountering those spurious saddles
(see Figure 13). Indeed, in those cases, if we actu-
ally made a split, we would produce “anomalous con-
tours”, composed only by individual isolated vertices
or contours where every edge would have a presence
greater than one. We named situations like the one
described in Figure 13 ascontour foldsand in our al-
gorithm they are removed as soon as they occurs. Al-
though we do not have a theoretical proof of the com-
pleteness of this solution, we tested it extensively and
in our experimental evidence it solved the problem of
spurious saddles completely. As shown in Figure 14
the check for fold presence can be performed once
again in the basic step of active contour evolution: a
fold is certainly present whenever a vertex with a sin-
gle presence is connected with an edge with double
presence. The fold-removing procedure is recursive
in that it follows the fold “branch” until the latter is
removed completely from the active contour. Obvi-
ously, the topology of the contour is unaffected by the
fold-removing procedure.

Figure 13: The candidate vertexvc (in orange) is a spurious
saddle.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 14: Removing folds: candidatevc (in orange) is se-
lected (a); a fold has been generated (in green) (b); the fold
has been removed: the topology of the contour is unaffected
(c).
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(a) Genus 0 (b) Genus 1 (c) Genus 3

(d) Genus 5 (e) Genus 22

Figure 16: A few meshes in the test set: Reeb graphs are painted in red, segmentations are highlighted with different vertices
colors. Multiple vertex memberships are not represented inthese images.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 15: The original, high-resolution mesh with 12286
vertices (a), two increasingly decimated versions with ran-
dom noise added, with 766 vertices (b) and 190 vertices (c).

4.2.8 Constructing the Reeb Graph

In the output of our algorithm, each segmentσ is a
node in the Reeb graph and each arc corresponds to
an adjacency relation between two segments, as de-
scribed in Algorithm 4.1. The Reeb graph is built dur-
ing active contour evolution. Every time an event oc-
curs (either merge or split) and segments are stored in
Σc, adjacency relations are also updated accordingly:
after a merge the two merging segments are declared

Figure 17: Progressive coarsening of the same mesh (Genus
3): a smaller number of vertices causes an increase ofmul-
tiple presencesin contours.

adjacent to the newly generated one; after a split the
parent segment is declared adjacent to the two new
ones.

5 EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

In order to verify the correctness and effectiveness of
the proposed algorithm we carried out extensive tests
with a great number of meshes having different genus
and density. We present here some of the most rel-
evant results in our tests. Most of the meshes have
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been taken from the AIM@Shape database (Falci-
dieno, 2004) and range from genus 0, both with great
and small number of vertices, to genus 22 with over
ten thousand vertices.

We used a non-optimized Java implementation be-
cause, at present, our main interest is the validation of
the algorithm.

Since the algorithm contains a random choice of
the starting point (see 4.1.1), our tests were carried
out in an exhaustive way even with respect to the cal-
culation of the diameter vertices. As a matter of fact,
in order to test all the variants of the Morse function,
we carried out, for each mesh,n test runs (withn be-
ing the number of mesh vertices), selecting at every
run a different starting point, until every mesh vertex
has been selected.

In order to validate the properties of the Reeb
graphs obtained, we used the procedure described in
(Safar et al., 2009) to compute theminimum cycle ba-
sis and hence the number of loops in each of those
graphs. The number of loops must be equal to the
genus of the corresponding mesh, which can be com-
puted with the well-known Euler equation:

v−e+ t = 2−2g (2)

wherev is the number of vertices in the mesh,e is the
number of edges andt is the number of triangles.

With all the variants of the Morse function and for
each of the meshes shown in Table 1, the proposed
algorithm computes the Reeb graph corresponding to
the correct genus. The meshes in the test set are also
illustrated in Figure 16, together with the Reeb graphs
and the segmentations obtained.

Finally, Figure 17(a) shows how coarser meshes
lead to more complex active contours. The same
mesh shown in Figure 16(c) has been considered at
first with high resolution and then progressively dec-
imated: in the statistics of these experiments multi-
ple presences increase by orders of magnitude as the
number of vertices decreases.

Table 1: Some of the meshes used to check the validity of
the algorithm, with their genus and number of vertices.

Mesh Name Genus Vertices
Bunny 0 3052
Torus 1 359

Double torus-12286 2 12286
Double torus-766 2 766
Double torus-190 2 190

Genus3 3 782
HandG5 5 4037
HandG8 8 3639
Eptoroid 22 10851

6 CONCLUSIONS

As we have seen, the key aspect in the algorithm
presented is the way in which active contours are
evolved. Using the properties of the Morse func-
tion and the discrete topology of the triangle mesh,
the evolution process can be performed by relying al-
most entirely on information being local to the ver-
tices in the contours and their immediate neighbor-
hood. In particular, it is not even necessary to verify
at each step the connectedness of each active contour,
because both split and merge events can only occur
when the candidate vertex has multiple presence on
one or more contours. A more complex test on the
entire contour is only required when dealing with a
split event, since the multiple presence of vertices and
edges can make it more difficult to detect the con-
nected components after the split.

Even if the theoretical validation of the correct-
ness of the algorithm remains to be assessed, the ex-
perimental evidence presented supports the idea that
the algorithm proposed could be effective for a wide
class of real-world meshes.
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